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Abstract i 
Abstract 
Nowadays, music anthologies are published mainly for some "practical" usages: 
in classrooms for teachers and students, in concerts for performers, and in the 
commercial world. But for the pipa anthologies published during the late Qing 
Dynasty and the Republic of China, that was another story. These pipa anthologies 
are: 
1. Pipapu by Hua Zitong et al. in 1819 
2. Nanbeipai Shisantao Daqu Pipa Xinpu by Li Fangyuan in 1895 
3. Yingzhougudiao by Shen Zhaozhou in 1916 
4. Yuhexuan Pipapu by Wang Lu in 1920 
5. Yangzhengxuan Pipapu by Shen Haochu in 1929 
6. Pipayuepu by He Yunian and He Liutang in 1934 
7. Yingzhougudiao by Xu Zhuo in 1936 
These anthologies were published while the pipa-players still relied on the so-called 
oral tradition (oral-aural transmission), rather than the printings from the anthologies. 
So they were published neither for the "practical" use in classrooms nor in concerts. 
Moreover, they were edited by literati, who had well-established social and economic 
status. Without the need to make a living from the anthology sales, these editors 
were probably editing them for some other reasons. And this research is going to 
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Introduction 1 
Introduction 
In the past few decades, there has been an interesting phenomenon among the 
articles written on the pipa. When it comes to the point of discussing the history of 
the instrument, most writers will begin with an explanation of its name. It is 
because the name "pipa" had a very different meaning in the past. Therefore, it is 
necessary to clarify the differences before going into the details. In the past, "pipa" 
referred to any string instrument that is held in the arms and plucked with fingers or 
plectrum. In Liu Xi's Shiming (蜜ll 熙《釋名》），from the Han Dynasty，it states 
Pipa originated in the non-Han nationalities living in the north and west of China, and was played 
during horse-riding. Plucking the strings outward is called ‘pi; and inward is called ‘pa: So, 
its name portrays how it is plucked.' 
These are the two basic playing techniques in most plucked lutes. On today's pipa, 
these two right hand fingering techniques are tan (彈）and tiao (才兆)respectively.^ 
The earliest instrument called "pipa" was the qin pipa (秦琵琶）from the late 
‘Original Chinese text:批把本出於胡中•馬上所鼓也•推手前曰批•引手卻曰把*像其鼓時• 
因以為名也• 
2 There is also a saying on the origin of the name of pipa, which claims the instrument has its name 
after the fmit “pipd,(枇杷 loquat) since they are both in pear shape. However, there is no written 
record that can prove this saying. 
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Qin Dynasty, which its resonator was mounted with animal hide. This instrument 
was developed from another plucked instrument called the xiantao ( ?玄轰），Atao 
(数）is a small round drum with a handle. It has two beads hung fee on opposite 
sides by threads. By grabbing the handle to rotate the drum, these two beads will 
hit the drum skins. Xiantao, literally a stringed tao, is formed by stretching strings . 
over the handle and the sound box of the drum, by which the handle turns into a 
fingerboard. This instrument is believed to have been created during the Qin 
Dynasty. Since the qin pipa was developed from the tao, it should have a small and 
round body, with animal hide covering the resonator. Later, in the Han Dynasty 
there was a hanpipa (漢琵琶），which had a similar shape with the qin pipa but was 
made of wood, and which developed into the ruanxian (阮咸 ) i n the Jin Dynasty 
(晉代 ) . The qin pipa, the han pipa, and the ruanxian were indigenous and 
belonged to the type of zhixiang pipa (直項琵琶 straight-necked pipa )，while the 
ancestor of today's pipa was imported and belonged to the type of quxiang pipa (曲 
項琵琶 bent-necked pipa) . Xiang, or neck, here refers to the pegbox and the neck 
of the instrument. A zhixiang pipa has its pegbox and the neck in a straight line, 
while a quxiang pipa has its pegbox and the neck in an obtuse angle. The lute in the 
Renaissance period, which shares the same ancestor with today's pipa, serves as a 
good example to illustrate the shape of a quxiang pipa. Moreover, the indigenous 
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zhixiang pipa has a round and flat resonator, while the imported quxiang pipa has a 
halved-pear shaped resonator. The quxiang pipa was exported from Persia during 
the Eastern Jin period (東晉） L a t e r , in the Tang Dynasty, the quxiang pipa 
reached its climax. The Dunhuang Pipapu (敦爐琵琶譜 Dunhuang Pipa Music 
Scrolls, 933 AD) stored in the Dunhuang Cave along the Silk Road indicates the 
prosperous development of the quxiang pipa in China. The quxiang pipa was even 
exported to Japan and became the Japanese biwa. The following diagram is 
constructed in order to clarify the genealogy of these different types of "pipa". 
Dynas^period indigenous "pipa" imported "pipa" 
in L/iiina 
Qin 办 xiantao 
去 qin pipa 
Han 丨 6 han pipa 
Jin I 6 �anxian ^ quxiang pipa 么 wuxian pipct 
Tang I (exported to 
; A Japan: biwa) 
Nowadays (genealogically • ruan, 1 pipa 
suspicious: U yueqin U 
由 sanxiari) 
由 stands for straight-necked "pipa" with a round, skin-covered resonator. 
五 stands for bent-necked "pipa" with a pear-shaped, wooden resonator. 
3 In the Tang Dynasty, there was a kind of five-stringed pipa that had a straight neck like the zhixiang 
pipa, and a halved-pear resonator like the quxiang pipa. It is called the wuxian pipa (五弦琵琶）. 
Though it appears to have an indigenous feature in its structure, both Yang Yinliu (1994a: 163) and 
Hayashi Kenzo (1996: 283) identify this instrument as imported. 
4 See the above footnote. 
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By the end of the Tang Dynasty, the name "pipa" was generally understood to 
refer to the qiaiang pipa. The popularity of this imported type surpassed that of the 
indigenous type, and the (quxiang) pipa somehow "became" a Chinese instrument. 
This is one of the many examples illustrating the strength of the Chinese in 
assimilation. The popularity of the pipa declined during the Song，Yuan, and Ming 
Dynasties, and there were only limited numbers of written records on it from those 
periods of time. But during the late Qing Dynasty and the Republic of China (民 
國），there was a remarkable development in the pipa: that is, the publication of pipa 
music anthologies, which recorded many pipa solo pieces, and institutionalized the 
solo tradition of the pipa. The first published pipa anthology, Pipapu by Hua Zitong 
and his brothers (華子同《琵琶譜》），came out in 1819. More anthologies were 
published after it, and they are: Nanbeipai Shisantao Daqu Pipa Xinpu by Li 
Fangyuan in 1895 (李芳園《南北派十三套大曲琵琶新谱》），Tingzhougudiao by 
Shen Zhaozhou in 1916 (沈肇洲《赢洲古調》），Yuhexuan Pipapu by Wang Lu in 
1920 (王露《玉鶴軒琵琶譜》），Yangzhengxuan Pipapu by Shen Haochu in 1929 
(沈浩初《養正軒琵琶語〉），Pipayuepu by He Yiinian in 1934 (何與年《琵琶 
樂譜》）5, and Tingzhougudiao' by Xu Zhuo in 1936 (徐卓《赢洲古調》）.Another 
5 From here on，the names of some anthologies will be abbreviated in the following ways: 
Hua Anthology for Pipapu by Hua Zitong et a!.; 
Li Anthology for Nanbeipai Shisantao Daqu Pipa Xinpu by Li Fangyuan; 
He Anthology for Pipayuepu by He Yunian. 
6 This anthology is also known as Mei 'an Pipa Anthology ( ( 梅 I 琵琶谱〉 ) .So in order to 
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important source on the pipa from the late Qing Dynasty is the manuscript score 
Xiansuobeikao ({弦索備考} , Heference Collection of String Music )，dated 1814, 
which recorded thirteen pieces for a string ensemble including the pipa, the huqin 
(胡琴 ) , t he zheng ( D , and the xianzi (弦子)’？ Some pieces in this ensemble 
score also appeared as pipa solo pieces in some of these published pipa anthologies. 
Nowadays, music publications are mostly for some practical reasons: teaching, 
learning, and performing. However, long before any music is published, the 
transmission of music relies very much on the oral-aural method, or the so-called 
oral tradition. In this way of music transmission, the student learns the music note 
by note, and section by section. Ultimately, the student has already memorized the 
every detail when he mastered the piece. The publication of these oral-aurally 
learnt pieces thus does not have much significance in teaching, learning, and 
performing. So the reasons to edit, and then to publish these pieces are worth 
noticing. As mentioned above, the publication of pipa anthologies around the end 
of the Qing Dynasty and the beginning of the Republic of China is definitely a 
milestone in the history of the instrument. The Chinese instrument that first has a 
tradition in music publication is the guqin (古琴）.So，these publications made the 
differentiate this anthology from the earlier one edited by Shen Zhaozhou in 1916, it will be named 
Mei'an Pipa Anthology from here on. 
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pipa the second of such instrument. Like most other Chinese instruments, the pipa 
was commonly used in folk music such as Chinese operas, narrative music, and 
instrumental ensembles in different regions of China. These pipa-players were less 
educated. Some of them were even illiterates, so it was unlikely for them to publish 
the pipa anthologies. The fact is that most of these anthologies were published by 
some literati who played both the guqin and the pipa. So the reasons for the 
publication of these pipa anthologies are closely related to the musical practice of the 
literati. 
Unlike most researches done on the pipa anthologies, this research will not 
focus on the musical parts such as the notations and fingerings, but on the textual 
parts including the prefaces, postscripts, comments, general rules, and even the 
layout of the different sections of the anthologies. A musical-analysis approach can 
help to understand the editors' interpretation of the pieces, while a textual-criticism 
approach can help to understand the editors' motivation of publishing the pieces. 
Also，this research is not going to generalize a single reason for the publication of all 
these anthologies, but to point out some issues from them. 
7 Xianzi is another name for the sanxian (三弦）. 
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Chapter I: Relationship between the pipa and the guqin, and other instruments 
The influence of the guqin on these published pipa anthologies is clearly shown 
in the fingering notations of which the latter one models on the guqin practice, the 
jianzipu (減字譜）. The idea of the jianzipu is, by omitting some strokes, to 
simplify the Chinese characters used for indicating the fingering techniques in guqin-
playing, and to put the remaining strokes together to form a "tablature cluster."^ 
Though there is not a specific name for the "tablature clusters" in these pipa 
anthologies, as the jianzipu in guqin anthologies, the idea of simplification is similar. 
Adapted from a journal article, the similarities of the fingering notations are 
illustrated as follow (Liu Zhenyu 1985: 73): 
c==|輝挑it z 习 疾 輪 办 樣 
simplified 
L 水 勺 令 咨 + ^ 
simplified 
In these published pipa anthologies, though the way to simplify varies from 
anthology to anthology, the ideas of simplification and "tablature clusters" are the 
1 The term "tablature cluster" is borrowed from Yung 1997: 4. Also, for illustrations of the 
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same. And this modeling further confirms that most of these pipa anthology editors 
are players of both the guqin and the pipa.� 
The editors of these anthologies, and their contemporaries often associate the 
pipa with the guqin，the supreme instrument studied by the literati in China. But 
they are not making some casual associations. The third Preface, written by a 
friend of the editors who plays the guqin but not the pipa, of the Hua Anthology 
begins like this: 
The pipa is an ancient instrument, and has a harmonious, deep timbre; but not as elegant as the 
guqin. The reasons our ancestors expressed themselves through the pipa are probably that it is 
peacefiil, relaxed, and sentimental. It is a matchless instrument.^ 
And the Postscript, written by the chief editor, of the same anthology has the 
following lines: 
Though pipa-playing is only a minor art in music, it has its successors to form a long and ongoing 
tradition. And for this aspect, the pipa is the same as the guqin/ 
simplification, refer to the same book. 
2 Editors, including Hua Zitong of the Hua Anthology, Wang Lu of the Yuhexuan Pipa Anthology and 
Xu Zhuo of the Mei'an Pipa Anthology, and their relatives, for example, the grandfather of He Yunian 
of the He Anthology, are players of both the guqin and the pipa. 
3 Original Chinese text:琵琶古器也•其音之和平渾厚•雅不如琴•然其幽深閣逸•怨訴憂愁• 
大抵皆古人借以舒寫其情•而非他器之所可比也• 
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The Preface recorded by the editor of the Li Anthology firom a speech by his father 
has a beginning that closely resembles the above citations: 
People say "things can be passed on, not to be replaced, only if there is a successor." Though 
pipa-playing is only a minor art in music, it can be prosperous since it has its successors to form a 
long 邸d ongoing tradition. And for this aspect, the pipa is the same as the guqin. It has a 
peaceful, relaxed, sentimental, and sad timbre that scholars and artists in the past used for 
expressing themselves. So its harmonious and deep timbre, though not as elegant as the guqin, its 
powerful, strong, bold, enduringly, tragic, and agitated timbre is even more sophisticated than that 
of the guqin.5 
The first Preface of the Yangzhengxuan Pipa Anthology was written by a 
teacher (not a pipa teacher) of the editor. The teacher's father and elder brother 
were both pipa-players, and he himself was a music teacher. He made a comparison 
between a pipa anthology and a guqin anthology: 
The fingering notations in it [a pipa anthology] are imitating those in a guqin anthology.^ 
The third Preface of the same anthology was written by a close friend of the editor, 
who was a guqin-player, and a poor pipa-player.^ He praised the pipa as refined as 
‘‘Original Chinese text:夫琵琶雖音律中之小技•而亦必有所傳者•殆亦與琴無異焉• 
5 Original Chinese text:嘗謂道•有傳人乃可以相承勿替•琵琶雖音律中之小道•而要其可觀• 
亦必有所傳者•殆亦與琴無異焉•蓋其音之幽深閣逸•感慨悲歌•大抵皆古之風雅士•借以軒 
寫性情•故其和平渾厚•雖雅不如琴•而其雄健豪君•與夫悲壯激烈之音•則有過之無不及也• 
6 Original Chinese text:其[琵琶譜]音註手法•則又仿自琴譜• 
71 was told by Prof. Lin Shicheng (林石城),student of the editor, that this close friend of the editor 
was a poor pipa-player. 
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the guqin at the beginning of the Preface: 
Among all the string instruments of our country, the guqin and the pipa are the most profound. 
And they are the most difficult to leam. Especially their anthologies and notations are difficult to 
read, since they are so different from the other anthologies and notations. Nowadays, there are at 
least twenty guqin anthologies, but only a few for the pipa) 
The editor himself wrote the "Origination (緣起 ) “ a n d made a similar praise as his 
Mend did: 
I always say that among all the string instruments in the world, the guqin, the pipa, and the violin 
of the Western music are the most sophisticated.. .Nowadays, there have been many compilers 
working on guqin anthologies, while there is not even one decent pipa anthology.^ 
The editor of the Mei'an Pipa Anthology was also the editor of the Mei 'an 
Oinpu (《梅琴譜》，the Mei'an Guqin Anthology ) , which was published in 1931, 
five years prior to the publication of the Mei'an Pipa Anthology.^ ® And the layout 
of the Mei'an Pipa Anthology closely resembles that of the Mei'an Guqin Anthology: 
‘Original Chinese text:我國紘樂器_以古琴與琵琶最為深奥•而學習亦最為不易•其曲譜之難 
讀也•尤與其他樂請為異•今琴譜之存者•尚不下廿種之多•而琵琶譜則獨秒• 
• 9 Original Chinese text:嘗謂予曰•世間錄樂器•以古琴琵琶•及西樂之梵鈴•最為高妙•…今 
古琴之譜•作者綦多•而琵琶則尚無善譜• ，. 
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Relationship between the pipa and the guqin, and other instruments 12 
Ideas about the breath and eye expressions when playing the instrument, and those 
about the appraising and maintenance of the instrument, which were commonly 
found in most guqin anthologies, were first institutionalized in this pipa anthology. 
In a sense, the pipa began to receive, partially, an equal treatment from the literati as 
the guqin has been receiving for centuries. So as those Prefaces and Postscript cited 
above, and the following advertisement cited from the Jinyu Qinkan (《今虞琴子丨J》， 
The Journal of the Jinyu Guqin Club) , are suggesting this partial equality, or, 
subordinate status. This is an advertisement of the Mei'an Pipa Anthology, which 
appears right after an advertisement of the Mei'an Guqin Anthology. In the Table 
\ 
of Contents of the Journal, it even states that the pipa anthology advertisement is an 
appendent of the guqin anthologies advertisement. Similar statement appears in the 
pipa anthology advertisement too: 
People say 'music of today comes from music in the past.' Since it [the Mei'an Pipa Anthology] 
is an appendent of the [Mei'an] Guqin Anthology, it is introduced here." 
No matter whether the pipa is considered to be only a minor art in music，or is one 
of the most sophisticated string instruments in the world, the editors and their 
contemporaries place the pipa next to the supreme instrument, the guqin. The 
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supreme status, both "artistically" and socially speaking, of the guqin was generally 
acknowledged by the literati in China for so many centuries，almost like it was the 
one and only one instrument that deserves such honors. Any other instrument will 
naturally be classified as the second best In this case, this other instrument was the 
pipa. By establishing a fingering notation system, providing (in fact, inventing) the 
sources of the repertoire with names of some famous historical figures, giving 
guidelines for the breath and eye expressions when playing the instrument, and those 
for the appraising and maintenance of the instrument, the pipa was institutionalized 
through the publication of anthologies. And these institutions were taken from the 
tradition of the supreme instrument, which can further reinforce its "artistic" and 
social status as an extra option for the literati, if they wanted to explore a second 
instrument. Nevertheless, the pipa could never be a substitute for the guqin, since it 
was never considered by the guqin-players as a perfect instrument as the guqin was. 12 
11 Original Chinese text:所謂今之樂由古之樂是也•故樂為附於琴譜而介紹焉. 
12 The following endnote (曲级）of a piece, Qiuyechang (秋夜長，At an Everlasting Autumn Night), 
from the Mei'an Guqin Anthology is noteworthy. Though it first appeared in the second edition by 
1959, which is not contemporary with those pipa anthologies, it still serves as a good example of how 





According to the Chinese Dictionary Ciyuan (辭源），the word 病 has eight meanings. Though these 
meanings are different, they all have a negative connotation. And among them, "blemish" and 
"shortcoming" are the most likely two for the word 病 . S o this endnote can be translated as: 
This piece has another name as Qiuguiyuan (Lament from a Boudoir in Autumn). Master Yanqing 
[the guqin teacher of the Mei'an Guqin Anthology editor] once said that this piece was adapted, or 
in another word, transcribed by him from a pipa piece. The beautifully intertwining pitches and 
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But it is obvious, some people still chose to play both the guqin and the pipa. 
Besides having a solo repertoire in the guqin and the pipa, some pipa-players also 
played instrumental ensemble music, including Jiangnan Sizhu (江南絲竹 )， 
Cantonese ensemble music, and percussion ensemble music. This is reflected from 
the inclusion of pieces from these kinds of music in the pipa anthologies. 
Pipa, like most Chinese instruments, is never only existed as a solo instrument. 
It is used in many kinds of traditional ensemble music alongside with other 
instruments. Some of these kinds of music are included in some of these 
anthologies. 14 The Li Anthology has pieces, like Laoliuban (老六板，or Laobaban 
rhythms, together with the extensive use of right hand finger tremolos, make this piece very 
touching. The Master also frequently admonished that this piece should be studied thoroughly. 
If not, the music would easily become superficial，which is not the fault of the piece, but that of the 
one who studies it. Someone thinks that the extensive use of right hand finger tremolos makes this 
guqin piece more like a pipa piece; but this thinking is not necessarily true. While in the Tang 
Dynasty, pipa music and guqin music were often cross-influenced, which should not be seen as a 
blemish nor a shortcoming nowadays; instead, how to properly manage the music is more 
important. 
In this endnote, it shows that some guqin players also listened to pipa music. Also，it shows two 
viewpoints of those contemporary guqin players on the pipa. Firstly, right hand finger tremolo is a 
distinguished feature in the playing techniques of the pipa, not in those of the guqin. Secondly, some 
people, or some guqin players saw the cross-influence from the pipa onto the guqin as a blemish or a 
shortcoming, since the purity of the guqin was contaminated by the pipa, an impure instrument. 
Nowadays, the guqin is probably the only Chinese instrument that does not have a strong 
association with traditional ensemble music. However, in the past, it was used in the court music, 
Yayue (雅樂）,as an ensemble instrument with the others like the se (瑟),the bianzhong (編鐘), 
and the bianqing (編聲） .Also, it was used in poet-singing, Qinge (琴歌)alongside with the voice. 
14 In fact, prior to the first published pipa anfiiology, the Hua Anthology, there is a manuscript, 
Xiansuo Beikao (弦索備考，Reference Collection of String Music)，dated 1814, which collected 
thirteen pieces of ensemble music for pipa, sanxian (三弦），huqin (胡琴），and zheng (箏）. 
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老八板 ) and Sanliu (三六，or Meihuasanlong 梅才&三弄) s h a r e d with the 
instrumental ensemble Jiangnan Sizhu. In the Mei'an Pipa Anthology, the section 
Yinyue Chujin (音樂初津，Guidelines for Beginners) also has five pieces that are 
played in the same instrumental ensemble. By the end of this section, the editor 
even makes a note implying that these pieces are suitable for an ensemble of many 
different instruments. The He Anthology has a repertoire made up of mainly 
Cantonese ensemble music, and has only a limited number of pieces that are 
commonly found in the other anthologies,^^ even though some pieces have an 
identical name of a traditional pipa solo piece, or even a guqin solo piece，which turn 
out to be something d i f f e r e n t . Also, the He Anthology has the piece Laobaban(老 
八板）which is an instrumental ensemble piece generally used in many different 
regions of the country. So the He Anthology is more like an anthology of 
Cantonese ensemble music, rather than that of pipa solo pieces. In the 
These two pieces are originally called Yushun Xucmfengcaoi 虞舜惹風操)and Zhuang 'anxiangnushi 
Meihuasanlong (莊暗香女史梅花三弄)respectively in the Anthology. 
16 Among the 43 pieces, only 3 of them are traditional pipa solo pieces, which are Chunguanghao (春 
光好），Bubugao (步步高），and Lunjing (輪京） .And only this Anthology and the Hua Anthology 
have these pieces. 
口 For example, there is a piece called Yuda Bajiao (雨打范蒸）in the He Anthology, which is different 
from the one with the same name in the Hua Anthology. Also, there are two pieces in this Anthology, 
namely Yuqiao Wunda (漁樵問答）and Hujia Shibapa (胡箱十八拍），which share the same names 
but totally different music with the two other guqin pieces. But still, there are some pieces that are 
suspicious to tell whether they are adapted from guqin pieces or not. At the beginning of the piece 
Shishang Liuquan (石上流泉），the editor states that "the following four sections (pieces) are 
transcribed from a guqin piece (original Chinese text:由七兹琴譯出以下一連四段).” Though 
there is actually a guqin piece called this name, when making comparisons, it is ambiguous to tell 
which notes in the pipa version are ornamentations, or jiahua (加花），and which are the skeletal notes 
taken from the guqin version, since guqin notation does not have a pulse. 
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Yangzhengxuan Pipa Anthology, even percussion ensemble music is included. The 
piece, called Dengyue Jiaohui (燈月交輝，The Blending of the Beams from the 
Lanterns and the Moon)，is made up of a line for the percussion instruments, and a 
line shared among the pipa and the voice which tells two different short stories 
through singing. For the percussion line, luogujing (錄鼓經，percussion 
mnemonics ) are used as the notation system, and the system is explained in detail. 
The pipa and the percussion instruments are playing in turn, according to the 
explanatory note in the section Guqu Xuzhi (顧曲須知，How to Appreciate the 
Pieces) But, in fact, the pipa can also play in the percussion passages. The 
Anthology provides two versions of this piece, which the first version has the 
melodic line with pipa fingerings and imitations of the percussion instruments on the 
pipa, and the second one has the melodic line with song texts and luogujing. 
From the inclusion of instrumental ensemble music in the pipa anthologies, one 
can confirm that most of the editors and their contemporary pipa players were not 
playing alone. 
IS Original Chinese t e x t :燈月交輝用小工調•與水龍吟•將軍令等•同為鑼鼓曲•每奏一曲• 
則打錄鼓一番•故俗名雜番錄鼓•將軍令用哨明 (should be哨响）•水龍吟用笛•惟燈月交輝 
用琵琶•故又名琵琶鋒鼓也•今將鑼鼓聲一并譜入紘内• 
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Chapter n： Establishment of authority and legitimacy of the editor's own 
edition 
Most of the time, being the first is something honorable. So as to be the first 
published pipa anthology, or the editor of such anthology. The Hua Anthology and 
its editors were honored for being the first. The originality of the Anthology in first 
institutionalizing pipa-playing, and the comprehensiveness in collecting repertoire 
from both the Southern and the Northern traditions were repeatedly emphasized by 
the editors, as a way to establish authority and legitimacy of their editorial work. In 
the General Rules by the chief editor, it states that 
Fingerings, pitches, and rhythms in this Anthology strictly follow the older manuscripts, not even a 
minor change is made.i 
No pitches or fingerings can be changed casually, otherwise, it will result in mistakes and 
impurities.^ 
These repertories used to be privately circulated among the teachers and the students, thus, they 
were never published. This Anthology collects the authentic traditions of both the South and the 
North, and is edited in detail. It is now published for those who are also interested, in order to 
avoid any hand-copying mistakes? 
Through these rules, the editor showed his readers the precision and legitimacy of 
1 Original Chinese text:譜中指法工尺板•悉遵舊譜•毫無增改• 
'Original Chinese text:工尺指法•概不可漫為增改•以致錯雜. 
3 Original Chinese text:斯譜向為授受者所秘•故無刻本•兹係南北真傳•更加詳訂•公諸同好• 
以免抄錄致有魯魚亥豕之Ift • 
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this Anthology. Also, in the third quotation above, it implies that before the 
publication of this Anthology, there was not a pipa anthology which was universally 
acknowledged by and commonly circulating among the pipa-players. They 
probably had their own manuscripts which were not systematically organized. This 
implication is further supported by the name of the Anthology, which is simply made 
up of three Chinese characters 琵琶譜,meaning "pieces of pipa music." This name 
suggests that the editors did not have to make up a very special name for this 
Anthology in order to differentiate it from an existing pipa anthology, since there was 
none. 
In the Li Anthology, on the other hand, by showing to the readers the profound 
family tradition in pipa-playing, the editor attempts to authorize and legitimize his 
own edition. At the beginning of the editor's Preface, he gives the names of his 
four ancestors (traces back to the grandfather of the editor's grandfather) who are all 
pipa-players. Also, in the other Preface by a friend of the editor, it states 
For the last five generations, they have all been good at this art [of pipa-playing]. The manuscripts 
were passed over within the family, not yet in public.'' 
It shows that the Li family has an extended tradition in pipa-playing, and the family 
4 Original Chinese text:五世相傳.咸工此技.家有遺議，未傳于世• 
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manuscript collection is a family treasure. To publish the collection becomes a 
family business. And being the fifth heir, the editor publishes this family anthology 
as a way to express his respect for the ancestors, especially for his late father who is 
the first one working on this publication. In the editor's Preface, it states that 
This anthology was discussed and edited with other pipa lovers, in order to round off my late 
father's dream, his long-cherished dream.， 
By showing the editor's responsibility in publishing a family anthology, the editor 
justifies his publication. To further legitimize it，the editor attributes some of the 
pieces to some famous historical figures as their composers. These figures include 
poets (王維，李白），pipa virtuosi (裴神符，段師[commonly known as 段善本]), 
scholars (孔偉，虞世南），princess (王昭君），and even the ancestral name of the 
instrument pipa (秦漢子）H o w e v e r , all these attributions are unauthentic since 
most of these pieces are anonymous. And, because of these names, the authority of 
the Li Anthology was, on the contrary, strongly challenged by the others, including 
the editors of the later anthologies. 
5 Original Chinese text:與諸同志商訂成編•但求卒成父志•庶伸夙願• 
6 There is a name 皇甫直 cannot be identified. 
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Besides showing these to the readers over the pages to reinforce the authority 
and legitimacy of this edition, the editor also implies these ideas in the name of the 
Anthology. The name is made up of twelve characters，which give the following 
meanings: 
南北派 the Southern and the Northern traditions 
十三套 thirteen suites 
大 . grand pieces 
琵琶 p ipa 
新譜 new anthology 
The editor wants to surpass the Hua Anthology, which has only three characters as its 
name, by emphasizing the comprehensiveness (collects pieces from both the 
Southern and the Northern traditions), the quantity (collects thirteen suites), the 
quality (collects only valuable grand pieces), and the originality (being new) of this 
Anthology.^ 
7 This "competition" over the names of these two anthologies seemed to continue. The third edition 
of the Hua Anthology (1924) was entitled Nanbei Erpai Miben Pipapu Zhenchuan (《南北二派秘本 
琵琶谱真傳》，The Authentic Pipa Anthology of the Private Collections in the Southern and Northern 
Traditions [Myers (1992: 20) translates the name as "The Secret Music of the True Pipa Traditions, 
both Southern and Northern"])，instead of the original name Pipapu (《琵琶語》），in order to 
counter the Li Anthology. 
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Chapter III: Influence of the record industry 
All these pipa anthologies were published through either a publishing house or 
an educational organization, except the He Anthology, which was published through 
a record company, the New Moon Record Company (新月留聲機唱片公司） • 
This Company was established in Hong Kong by Qian Guangren (錢廣仁）， 
nicknamed Uncle Qian (錢大叔），in 1926. The Company produced records of 
mainly Cantonese operatic singings, along with some Cantonese instrumental 
ensemble music, a few of Western music, and two of Buddhist chant during its first 
ten years, according to the record catalogues in The New Moon (《新月集》，or 《新 
月曲集》a magazine published by the Company since 1930) ^ and the Xinyue 
Shizhounian Jinian Tekan (《新月十週年紀念特刊》，The New Moon Decennimn 
Magazine, printed in August, 1936) . On the back of the front cover of the He 
Anthology, there is a commentary entitled Xinyue Yinyuechangpian Zhi Woping 
1 The respective publishing bodies are as follow: 
Xiaoliitian (小綠天）for the first Hua Anthology; 
Shangyang Cishutang (上洋賜書堂）for the Li Anthology； 
Jiangsusheng Jiaoyuhui (江蘇省教育會，The Education Bureau of the Jiangsu Province ) for the 
Yingzhougudiao Pipa Anthology; 
Yinyue Zazhi (音 A雜諸，Music Magazine) from the Peking University for the Yuhexuan Pipa 
Anthology; 
Shangyi Tinwuju (商益印務局，The Shangyi Publishing House) for the Yangzhengxuan Pipa 
Anthology; 
Hanmolin Shuju (翰墨林書局，The Hamnolin Book Store ) for the Mei'an Pipa Anthology. 
2 Only three volumes of The New Moon are available to the present writer. They are Volume 1 (20出 
April, 1930)，Volume 2 (September, 1930)，and Volume 3 (1 议 August，1931). 
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(「新月音樂唱片之我評」，My Comment on the New Moon Music Records ) from 
the editor, talking about the reason for publishing this Anthology: 
Mr Qian Guangren, or 'Uncle Qian,' the person-in-charge of the New Moon Record Company, has 
expertise in music. The famous pieces on the records have both serious and humorous styles, and 
are widely acclaimed. Also, the extensive collection of traditional, refined, and special pieces is 
very outstanding. Now, famous pieces and pieces sung by famous singers, with the 
accompaniment of famous musicians [instrumentalists], become even more beautiful. This Book 
[Anthology] specially collects some of the pieces from this Company as some exercise pieces for 
beginners. For those who have not heard of the pieces before, and thus cannot follow the rhythms, 
they can purchase the records and leam from the playbacks. This should not be different from 
learning face-to-face from a famous teacher. All upcoming music anthologies from this Company 
are excellent. Every music-lover should pay attention to them. Do not take my advice casually.^  
This complementary relationship between the Anthology and the records is further 
confirmed by comparing the titles in the Anthology with the Company's record 
catalogues. Catalogues in the Xinyue Shizhounian Jinian Tekan (《新月十週年、纪 
念特刊》，The New Moon Deceimium Magazine ) show that twenty one pieces from 
the He Anthology were made into records (see overleaf table). 
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二 e s in the Also in the fact, the Company had already published many 
He Anthology catalogues r r j 
銀禱吐彩 7 
导L燕穿揚 scores prior to the He Anthology. Some scores 
垂楊三復 z 
(with lyrics) of the records were printed in the 
清泉琴筑 
稱檀海岸 Company magazines. In the first volume of The 
水送琵琶 
醉花陰 
七星伴月 Z New Moon, it states that 
曉夢啼覺 
貴妃出浴 
，，錦 In the north [of China], people are used to say ‘listening 眷光好 
採芽香 to an opera,' while those in the south are used to say 
步步尚 ^ 'watching an opera.' These two words, 'listen' and 
沉醉東風 
日映晷花 'watch,' are used very accurately here. Since the 
平湖秋月 “ northern dialect goes well with the melodies [in the 
輪宇 
: , . northern operas], the lyrics are easily understandable, 
畫堂春•、 
採茶 However, the southern dialect fits badly with the 
閨怨 melodies [in the southern operas], and, I dare say, the 
賽龍•錦 ^ 
^ southerners can only 'watch' an opera; almost none of 
金盤撥月 them can say they ‘listen to，an opera. So, in order to 
燭影搖、红 accommodate this situation, each record from our 
雙风朝陽 y 
黨石。鳥琴 ^ Company is followed by a score. By turning over the 
鴛鸯 ^ pages, you can get inside of the operas. You all 




春曉 乂 4 Original Chinese text:北人說聽戲•南人說看戲•這個 
漁樵問答 y 「聽J字和「看」字.落得很有分寸•為因北人言語與 
胡箱十八拍 Z 唱音一致•很容易入耳•至若南人的言語•與唱音歧而 
餓馬搖鈴 “ 為二 .斗膽說一句•南人止[should b e只]曉得「看」 
雨打&煮 ^ 戲•說到聽字•十九不配吧•根據這種現狀•所以我們 
鳥驚喧 Z 公司唱片出世•便跟住有一本曲本發刊•開卷瞭然•引 
绝陽天 人入聽戲的途徑•大家一定歡迎•還消說嗎• In fact， 
老八板 here involved an essential issue in Chinese operatic, and 
total number: 43 total number: 21 narrative singings. Since the Chinese language is a tonal 
language (the relative pitch levels and the inflexions in the 
spoken form of such language are phonemic), the meaning 
of the lyric may be misunderstood by the audience if the 
lyric does not fit properly with the melody. This kind of 
improper fitting is called daozi (倒字）. 
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Each volume of the Company magazine compiled some of these scores，including 
both vocal and instrumental music. Since the majority of the New Moon records 
are of vocal music, the relatively small number of instrumental scores seems to be 
scattered among the magazines. Thus, the He Anthology, which collects only 
instrumental music，becomes a compilation of such music. 
These documents show that the He Anthology is a compilation of Cantonese 
instrumental music rather then traditional pipa music.^ Also, it was a commercial by-
product from the record industry rather then a successor of the publication tradition 
of pipa anthologies. 
5 In fact, the He Anthology does have some traditional pipa solo pieces. For example, the piece 
called Lunjing (《輪京》）in the He Anthology and the one in the Hua Anthology are almost identical. 
Also, the first half of the piece called Chunguanghao (《春光好》）in the He Anthology closely 
resembles the one with the same name in the Hua Anthology. However, the majority of the pieces in 
the He Anthology are Cantonese instrumental music, so, in a general sense, the He Anthology is a 
compilation of Cantonese instrumental music. 
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Chapter IV: A Compilation of the Textual Parts from the Anthologies 
This Chapter includes the Prefaces, Postiudes, Rules, Commentaries, and those other 
textual parts from the Anthologies covered in the previous chapters. Only those 
closely related to this study are included. 
The texts are edited by the present writer. The editorial work includes, first, 
unifying the different kinds of calligraphy into the one commonly used today. 
Second, converting the ancient or variation forms of some of the words into their 
current forms. Finally, adding punctuations (the Mei'an Pipa Anthology and the 
Yuhexuan Pipa Anthology have punctuations already). In the case of an 
unidentifiable word, an asterisk ( * ) is placed. 
For the sake of convenience when cross-referencing with the original texts, the 
spacing, paragraphing, etc. in this Chapter are following those in the original texts. 
For the Hua Anthology, there are two different Prefaces (the first one begins on page 
1, the second one begins on page 9). In order to differentiate them, they are 
renamed as Preface 1 and Preface 2 in this Chapter respectively. 
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李芳園《南北派十三套大曲琵琶新譜》文字部份 
序(一) 且聲音之道微矣• 故古之知音者歎賞 音者尤不易也•秋 蘋諸君子•博雅士 也•於古無所不 嗜而旁通音律•印 譜之刻事•既爲秋 蘋序之•今復訂琵 琶譜一帖屬事序. 夫琵琶豈小技哉• 間嘗聆其音之微 婉也•如閨中兒女• 枕畔言情•淒淒切切• 低徊歌絕也•其音之 淸越也•如花間好鳥• 夜雀而鳴•啾啾啁啁•留 連事不已也•其音之 宏大也•如雄軍百萬• 鐵騎縱橫•呼號 震天•如雷而如霆也• 其音之銳且疾也• 如江濤怒飛•
 一 瀉 千 
里•奔騰砰湃•驚心 而動魄也•若夫造乎 
其微詣其始極•夫固 可以錯綜兩儀•鼓蕩 萬物•感格鬼神•變 化氣質也•孰謂琵 琶爲小技哉•夫琵 琶有南北之分•人以 不得並觀爲憾•茲訂 爲一編•公之同好•將 神而明之•合同而化 之•知音者且接踵起 也•世有段師其人者  乎賞音在目前矣• 諸君子其企而望 • 
南屏氏書 
琵琶譜題辭 荷*妙技•圓腹無雙• 菊部新聲•綠腰第一 • 檀槽金縷•遇仁祖于 窗前•楓葉荻花•伴樂 天于江上•爰有錫山 韻士•鵝水名流•硏北 分牋•花南作譜•回風 卻月•當年已擅勝場  鳥語泉流•此日咸參 雅曲•玉連瑣翻從龢 仲逸致同蜚鬱輪袍 製自輞川幽情如昨 憑君譴墨•賞音于紅 雪聲中•爲我揮絃•企 腳于翠雲深處•戊寅 臘月•荇丹氏拜題于 西壘 
序(二) 琵琶古器也•其音之和 平渾厚•雅不如琴•然 其幽深閑逸•怨訴憂 愁•大抵皆古人借以抒 寫其情•而非他器之所可 比也•余素嗜琴•丁丑歲 始與弟菊吟子同•詳閱 舊譜•彙而參之•各有所 得•則相與而論說之•子 同又好琵琶•兄秋蘋 素善此•得古曲數十闋• 時一聆之•令人增趣•以故 子同之琴商於余與菊 吟•而琵琶則商於兄秋 蘋也•其聲調節奏•高 下徐疾•分別無混淆•余 雖未習•亦可覽其說而 知其故•焉譜成余以是 敘之•他日琴譜若 • 當又於海濤蒼莽之 中•操扁舟以訪神仙 三幽也已 • 嘉慶己卯春日 
海雲散人書 
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註當品相者即是• §不註之字係子中兩絃上正位工尺•故不 復贅 • 
§不註指法者挑彈皆可•宜乘其便•但不可 
於一絃上連幾字獨挑獨彈• 







琵琶譜跋 琵琶之說•古人辨之甚詳•其 始用撥彈之•至唐時裴神 符廢撥用手•後人遂習爲 犓琵琶•其曲之傳亦甚 舊矣•乃今世之所彈者•率 多新聲•而古調實所罕 見•令人聽之而不知其趣 之所在也•夫琵琶雖音律 中之小技•而亦必有所傳者  殆亦與琴無異焉•余集古曲• 編爲三卷•其中派有南北. 俱得真傳•至指法節奏•更 與兄秋蘋細加參訂•付諸剞 劂 • 同好者一鑒之•古 人云•名士固亦操斯器•吾輩 當彈琴賦詩之餘•不妨坐 花間月下•聊以寫心也• 
小石山人子同跋 
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高祖西衡公@|•舉業之暇*性耽音樂•而尤愛琵琶.硏究古曲•各 極其妙•曾 經漁 _煌祗承舊業•純孝性成•每日操一曲•以 博親歡•先祖瓶城公諱繩墉繼之•而家君M钰字士璋號南 棠亦尙之•可謂善繼善述矣•棻幼時•賦性疏野•讀書餘力•聞琵琶 聲輒侍側傾聽而不去•家君每以手法指法•耳爲提•面爲命•有 所聞則拳拳服膺既冠倖 一衿•作文課詩之餘•務冀專精其技• 竊念家君究心於此四十餘年•方參透其中三昧•嘗因時尙豔 
•曲淫聲•風氣愈趨愈下•欲著斯譜爲指南要法•自慨有志未逮•薬 
承先業•惟湮沒是虞•於是發憤朝夕•彙集古曲十三套 按節尋聲• 一 一參考•默識家君傳授心法•並追撫宗祖世傳之真本•迄 今亦一
 一十餘年•未嘗少倦•竊恐有生日短•空自成癖•爰述琵琶譜 
二冊.付之手民•以公同嗜•其間音韻節奏•未有經先世所刪定 者•略抒蛙見•與諸同志商訂成編•但求卒成父志•庶伸夙願•噫 當世不乏知音•尙乞匡予弗逮也可恃  光緖一
 一十一年歲次乙未季冬上擀琵琶癖李祖棻芳園甫識 
吳興若川於汝庸拜書 
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李芳園《南北派十三套大曲琵琶新譜》文字部份 己 - 三 口 嘗謂道•有傳人乃可以相承勿替•琵琶雖音律中之小道•而要其 可觀•亦必有所傳者•殆亦與琴無異焉•蓋其音之幽深閑逸•感慨 悲歌。大抵皆古之風雅士借以抒寫性情•故其和平渾厚•雖雅不 如琴•而其雄健豪宕 與夫悲壯激烈之音•則有過之無不及也•余 素嗜琵琶•庚戌歲耳•當湖張君子房俞君芝山名鼓櫂南遊•攜譜 奉訪•杯酒論交•各奏流水•徘徊數載•歡若生平•丙辰返里•與故友 郁君谷園姚君飛泉姚君松齋輩•出先世遺譜•相與參¾•按節 揮絃•各有心得•迄丙子春復有陳君子敬周君厚卿黃君梅汀周 君蓉江等•見訪㈱廬•余檢譜相示•皆一
 一歎服•輒以未窺全豹爲 
憾•自後諸君子遊歷江淮間 名噪一時•士大夫咸傾慕之 邇年以 來•故人凋謝•寥落知音•余老矣•又未克振刷精神•重理舊業•斯譜 之能傳與否•尙在未可知之數•惟幸兒輩與門下士張子良蔡蔭 甫等•誦讀之暇•有志絃歌•他日商訂成編•付之劂 俾先世手 澤•垂諸久遠•則予之志也 是又不能不重有望於後起者• 光緒乙未孟春上浣李南棠記時年六十有四 
M祖棻謹錄 
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上•其聲緩且長而易圓•須要連而勿斷•若其餘各曲 不論長 輪短輪•總先以禁名中食•次第彈下•然後大指挑上•取其淸 健圓活而易密•斷不可用上出輪• 
§文曲宜靜宜有餘音•武曲宜威宜雄壯•按板傳聲•寬緊相間• 








題詞 吾友李君名芳園•丰神灑脫如鳳騫•弱冠英聲蜚庠序•作文淸麗 窮根源•平生自號琵琶癖•常抱琵琶若懷璧•專心致已卅年•況復 淵源承世澤•去年放櫂海上來•因緣得識笑顏開•淸談五夜借啜 茗•論詩三唐佐酒杯•興酣爲我一奏曲•輕攏漫撚洗塵俗•引起潯 陽月倍明 頓教笠澤風淸肅 大弦怒裂驚征人•小弦舒徐悅精神  烏孫馬上悽涼調•賀老江頭感慨身 君今一 一洞三昧 按節揮亳 譜上載•十三大套賴君存•請付剞劂傳後代• 光緒二十一年歲次乙未季秋榆山人胡仁壽悅彭氏題 
吳興若川於汝庸書 
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李芳園《南北派十三套大曲琵琶新譜》文字部份 題詞 君不見崑崙琵琶第一手•王宸宮調傳人口
 •吾友李生具奇癖•善 









身懷絕藝果無倫•入耳人人嘆出塵•爲問有誰能抗手•曲高和寡 是陽春 • 周陳已逝風流歇 五世傳家技更高•我爲傷時方塞耳•不堪重聽 鬱輪袍• 
乙未秋初倉山舊主袁翔甫•題時年六十有九 
吳興若川於汝庸拜書 
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漢元帝王昭君•初適匈奴•在路愁怨•遂於其馬上彈琵琶 以寄恨•至今傳之• 昭君怨 釋名•琵琶•胡中馬 上所鼓也• 世說•謝仁祖在北牖下彈琵琶•有天際之意• 晉傅M玄•琵琶賦•中虛外實.天地象也•盤圓柄直•陰陽敘也• 初隋•時有琵琶•圓體脩頸而小•號秦漢子• - 入 ， i n s t e a d
 0 『 A . 5 5 - P M B ' t a . i a t c r e
 m a g a z i n e . 
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唐天M寶中•中官白秀貞 自使蜀回 得琵琶以獻•其槽以沙檀爲之 溫潤如玉•光耀可鑑•有金縷紅文 養成 雙鳳•貴妃每抱琵琶奏之•音調凄淸•飄出雲外 諸貴主泊虢國夫人.皆師妃爲琵琶弟子•每授曲畢 皆廣 有獻遺•東坡詩注•貴妃 •以沙檀爲槽，龍香檀爲撥•故鄭愚律陽詩•玉奴琵琶龍香撥 停歌促酒嬌聲悲 . 古今樂錄•古之善彈琵琶者•朱生阮咸•又有孫放孔• 琵^錄•唐元和中 曹保有子善才•善才有子綱•皆能琵琶•又有裴興奴與綱同時•曹綱善爲運撥•興奴長 s>B-(>3<?P3P-。叫傅"^
 p r i n t e d
 i n
 t h e
 m s a T O a z i n e . 
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李芳園《南北派十三套大曲琵琶新譜》文字部份 於攏"撚•時人謂•綱有右手•興奴有左手•故白樂天聽曹綱琵琶示重蓮詩•誰能戳得曹綱手•插向重蓮紅 袖中 • 唐貞元中•康崑崙•善琵琶•兩市祈雨•因鬥聲樂•崑崙登街東綵樓•彈一曲新翻羽調綠腰•必謂街西^敵•曲 罷•西市樓上出一女郎•抱樂器云•我亦彈此曲•兼移在楓香調中•及下撥•聲如雷•妙"絕入神•崑崙拜請爲 師•女郎更衣出•乃僧善本•俗姓段•翌日•德宗召入•令教崑崙•段師曰•請彈一調.崑崙彈畢•段師曰•本領何 雜•帶邪聲•崑崙曰•段師神人也•臣少學時•會鄰家女•出授一品絃•後更易數師 段曰•且遣崑崙不近樂十 餘年.忘其本態•然後可教•詔許之•後果得段師之藝•又讓皇帝子•漢中王瑀 聞崑崙奏琵琶 •琵㈤聲多  琶聲少.是未可彈五十四絲大絃也•注云•綠腰即錄要是也•本自樂工進曲•上令錄要者•故名  通典奏琵琶•武后時•蜀人蒯朗 於古墓中得銅器•似琵琶而圓 唐元行中 阮咸所造•命匠人以木爲之 名月琴•杜佑以爲晉七賢。阮咸所彈•與此同•因謂之阮咸• 武宗初•朱崖李太尉•有樂吏廉郊者 師於曹綱•盡綱之能 綱嘗教人多矣 未有此性靈弟子也•又•某門中 有樂吏楊志者•善琵琶•其姑尤妙•姑本宣徽弟子•後放出宮•於永穆觀中住•自惜其藝 常畏人聞•楊志懇 求教授•堅不允•志乃賂其觀主 求寄宿於觀 竊聽之。乃繫脂鞋帶 以手畫帶記節奏•遂得一 二曲調 明日 攜器詣姑•姑大驚異•宴告姑•乃盡傳其能矣• 王猷定湯琵琶傳 湯應曾•邳州人•善彈琵琶 貧無妻•事母至孝•所居有石楠樹•搆茅屋•奉母朝夕 幼好音律•聞歌聲輒哭•已學歌•歌罷又哭.其母問曰 兒何悲 應曾曰•兒無所悲也心•自凄動耳 世廟時李東垣•善 U I 隨 “ 3 - g t e a d
 o f
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李芳園《南北派十三套大曲琵琶新譜》文字部份 琵琶•江對峰傳之•名播京師•江死•陳州蔣山人•獨傳其妙•時周藩有女樂數十部•咸習蔣技•罔有善者•王 以爲恨•應曾往學之•不期年而成•聞於王 王召見•賜以碧鏤牙嵌琵琶•令著宮錦衣•殿上彈胡笳十八拍• 哀楚動人•王深賞•歲給米S萬斛•以養其母•後征西大將軍•招之幕中•一日•至榆關•大雪•馬上聞膂篥聲•忽 思母痛哭•遂別將軍去 夜宿酒樓不寐•彈琵琶作膂篥二聲•聞者莫不殖涕•後値冠亂.負母鬻食兵間•耳目 聾瞽•鼻漏•人不可邇•召之者隔以屏障•聽其聲而已二 •所彈古調•百十餘曲•大而風雨雷霆•與夫愁人思婦• 百蟲之號•
 一草一木之吟•靡不於其聲中傳之•而尤得意於楚漢一曲•當其兩軍決鬥時•聲動天地•瓦屋 
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李芳園《南北派十三套大曲琵琶新譜》文字部份 琵琶絃，之•按俗樂用琵琶•其聲高於雅樂•即以琵琶第一絃第一聲•謂之黃鍾•而蹇非雅樂之黃鍾也• 因而第二絃•第三絃.第四絃之第一聲•皆謂黃鍾 而又非一絃之黃鍾也•俗工所以作字譜者•由於俗樂 之律呂非雅樂之律呂也•俗樂之律呂•所以非律呂者•由於琵琶聲高•而又絃各有一黃鍾二
 .此樂之大變 
也 . 通典引傳之琵琶賦曰•柱十二.配律呂也 據此一
 一語別之•琵琶每絃•但有十三柱•至宋人有十六譜•以配 
十二律•四淸聲•則其時琵琶每絃 六聲•必爲十五柱也•合字配黃鍾爲散聲 則六字配黃鍾淸•其柱必 當絃之中半、 中半之上•十一柱爲下四•高四 下乙•高乙•上 勾•尺•下工 工 下凡•高凡十一字•配大•太 夾•姑• 仲'/蕤.林.夷.南.無.應十一律.中半之下•三柱爲下五 高五•緊五三字 大淸•太淸•夾淸三律•蓋必十五 •乃 並散聲•而有十六聲也• 案.今琵琶之柱•與古不同•第九柱當絃之中半.上則減三柱矣•中半之 •有六 •下則增三柱矣  凌氏云•琵琶之第七柱 與散聲相應•非第七柱與散 相應•又云•按琵琶大絃之第一聲•名爲黃鍾•實應 太簇之律•亦非凌氏既云•目驗琵琶第一絃即琴之第七 矣•琴之第七絃•應大簇之律者•亦散聲•非手 按之聲也•十六字譜之勾及四字•乙字•工字•凡字•五字之分高下•今人識之者解矣.j、
 i F l I
 1 1 « 
遼史樂云.大樂聲.各調之中.度曲堡曰.其聲凡十.曰五.凡.工.尺丄-乙-四-六.勾1口.進士一雅律.於律 其一 •猶雅音之不及商也• 案•决所謂其聲凡十者•即十六字譜 五字分高下緊•凡字•工字•乙字•四字•皆分高下•則爲十六字•簡而 言之•則十字耳•乃云於律呂•各闕其一 •此強作解事者•且比之雅音不及商 大爲不倫•元人脩遼史已如 此•況今人乎• 琵琶古時設柱•皆一柱一律•爲士
 一律設柱也•愚以爲太拙•不若爲七音設柱•暗含五降•取聲靈巧也•謹 
二
 叫 曰 O Q - s ' l ^ s - g o o r r e c t
 c h a r a c t e r . 
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李芳園《南北派十三套大曲琵琶新譜》文字部份 將移古設新之琵琶•去留更代說明之• 古琵琶•去第一feT四字•第六柱勾字•第十一柱高凡字•第十三柱下五字•共去四柱•其舊有之一 一 柱 • 四 字變爲新設之第一柱•三柱下乙字 變爲第一
 一柱•四柱乙字二
 •變爲第三柱•五柱上字•變爲第四柱•七柱尺 
字•變爲第五柱•八柱下工字•變爲第六柱•九 工 •變爲第七柱•十柱下凡字•變爲第八柱•十一 一 柱 六 字 •變爲第九柱•十四柱高五字•變爲第十柱•十五柱緊五(即下乙)字•變爲第十一柱•以上 一柱• 舊柱 變新之柱•自十一柱下•更添設六 •凡字爲第十一
 一柱•让字爲第十三柱•沢字爲第十四柱•让字爲第十 
五柱•下凡爲第十六柱•依字 十七柱 以上六 •爲 設之柱也•古琵二琶 五 •新琵e琶十七 •其位 置不同•故取音不同• 琵琶g新設之柱•尤」勝於古•音域寬廣 淸濁均備• 間無形之律 半音•可由上柱借取之•如推上字可得 勾音•推下凡字可得高凡音•推六字可得下五音(即下四)•僅第一柱 四 不能推也•新柱琵琶• 旋 一
 一十八調•下指處甚爲靈便•低中淸三準之音•莫不全備•故曰•今之琵琶設柱法•尤巧於古之琵琶設 
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李芳園《南北派十三套大曲琵琶新譜》文字部份 構造及練習法 琵琶之 •以紫檀爲槽•香樟爲面•若紅木•花梨•南榆•香樟•凡木質之堅硬者•皆可爲槽•獨面祗宜用香 樟•杉•桐耳•背凸•面平•中空•故能容納空氣•使絃振動以發音也•槽不可太深•深則聲空而虛浮•面不可太 薄•薄則聲側而漫散•惟取其深厚得宜 乃成良器•槽之厚約四五分•面之厚約三分許•曲項貫四柱•以轉 絃•上崇㈡岳山(俗名鳳嘴)。下崇結絃(俗名千金墜)•結絃下面上開一小孔• 爲納音•腹有一
 一 梁 • 如 
丁字形•梁底穿半月孔爲音隧•以逗音•上自岳山，下至結絃• 琵琶之全體音域• 上設柱•以節宮商•上 四柱以竹圍之•半圓爲式•象牙更佳(俗名四相•故譜書相上)• 九柱以檀木鑲牙爲之•牙柱鑲玉爲 最佳美•且不益損傷(俗名九品•故譜內書品上) 余因爲旋宮轉調 又添設四柱•上 共十七柱也•四 絃各有巨細•自右向左•次第而細(俗譜名爲纏君父子•故譜中書纏君父子也 (不若定爲一二三 四•如琴譜之書法便利 宜改之)•其四 不按爲散•按彈爲按 浮按 泛 左指按柱•以取宮商•右指輪撥• 乃作曲調•其全體 通長•約夏尺三尺餘•最長不過四尺•闊約尺餘 最闊不過一尺五寸 萬不可泥於度 數之舊說•使其不適於用•則成廢器耳(今滬上有種大琵琶•又有用八絃者•面開二孔 名曰鳳眼•腹中 以銅絲爲膽•其製甚陋Y 練習法未有專書•故無定法•余初習時•亦不解其奧竅.習 既久•頗有心得焉 然內中玄妙之法
 口不能 
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李芳園《南北派十三套大曲琵琶新譜》文字部份 入•其用力也•靈利圓活•起伏不滯•方爲得勢•下手以指尖(用甲)近結絃g處彈出•其用力也•堅蹇淸脆•疾 一徐自若•方爲得勢•雙分音也•體重應輕•掃拂音也•下指輕疾•搖輪音也• 一線穿珠•泛按音也•蜻蜓點水•搬 一粘音也•虛靜弗喧•吟猱音也•宛轉有韻•長輪 拖•貫氣貴勻•短輪繁瑣•收指貴潔 吟指貴嬌婉不媚•猱指 |貴蒼老而秀•彈時能使指有餘暇• 有餘韻•則得其妙奧矣•初習曲•宜先按單音•及熟•再加吟猱•由簡而 一繁•由疏及密•由徐而疾•由疾而徐•按絃深淺輕重•指用不迭•彈絃勁鬆圓潤•指用有序 兩手合一
 •真如松 
一風竹雨•吟月寒泉•令人發出塵之想矣 每習一曲•.日必彈百次•先覺腕熱 後覺指麻•此時不可收住•漸由 1麻轉熱•則不覺麻矣•方可緩緩收指•罷彈休息•復習亦如之•功夫不可間斷•雖冬凍之日 猶不少停者 蓋 一天氣嚴。寒 易練手指故也•彈法有分南北一
 一派•不可不知也•北用義甲(鵰鵝膀骨爲之)•南多不用•北 
曲指法•無勾•搖•摭.南曲有勾•搖•摭.因義甲有礙•故不用•余習北曲•竊以彈挑代勾•以搓代搖•以分代摭•如 此•可南北化一矣•此篇爲琵琶練習之精義•習者勿因其言簡而忽之也• ^
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李芳園《南北派十三套大曲琵琶新譜》文字部份 序一
 . 
琵琶之作•始於何時•眾說不一 •杜摯以爲•興之秦末• 苦長城役百姓絃 t 而鼓之， S . 小鼓也•於 t 而加 以絃•則今之三絃耳•傅元琵琶賦序•謂故老相傳•爲 漢送烏孫遠嫁•念其行道思慕•使知音者於馬上作 之•觀其器•中虛外實•天地象也•盤圓柄直•陰陽敘也• 四絃法四時也•以方語目之•故云琵琶•由此按之•則 盤圓柄直•幔鼓四絃•是則阮咸之制 又非今之所謂 琵琶也•夫琵琶一
 一字•本非器名•傅元所謂方言者•即 
胡語•以推手爲琵•卻手爲琶•蓋即今之所謂指法之 稱耳•釋智匠樂錄云•古之善琵琶•有朱生阮咸之儔• 而傅子謂朱生琵琶•雖伯牙之妙•無以加之•是皆言 其手法•而不言其器制•阮咸者•又以人名名其器耳• 維續文獻•謂元琵琶制以木 曲首長頸•四轸•頸有品• 闊面•四絃•面飾雜花•則與今制直同•而六絃 •則 爲唐天寶中史盛所作•是知六絃之制•實猶早於四 絃•今以六絃專彈小曲•四絃乃奏大套•是又可知大 套之制•當在元明之間•唐宋時•固未有也•夫所謂大 套者•實合多數小曲而成•正與樂府本相同 例如 唐宋人詞•初皆單調•迨至元明•始有套曲 蓋集多數 隻曲而成•今以 曲託爲古 •可知其必不然也•樂 
譜之作•自古有之•但以律呂而非工尺•葩經樂譜•即 註律呂•惟白石詞集•始註工尺•然工尺即律呂之代 名詞也•與今西樂譜之五線記音 及用數字爲代• 正相同耳•予曩日著•中西樂律同源考時•引證至爲 明顯•蓋五音有一
 一變•而六律有陰陽•循序引聲•正與 
工尺亳無異 致朱熹誤以合字爲宮 乃致乖舛不可 紀律•而蔡西山與毛西河輩•尤以意想爲說•致引後 人轉入迷途 莫衷一是•良可哂也•琵琶譜與琴譜 不同•琴譜類於五線記音•猶之律呂•以編鐘爲準•而 琵琶譜則猶數目字之記音•蓋以工尺爲音程之表 示•其音註手法•則又仿自琴譜•而微妙之音節•則皆 由此而來也•所 旁點爲板•即古人所謂節奏•蓋以 節制其緩急之程•爲便數人合奏而設•非若琴之希 音獨奏•反以不用節拍•見性情也•曩予先君擅琵琶  能致禽鳥於庭•和鳴應節•哀樂隨之而變•時先兄纔 十齢•已能節拍無訛•其後先兄與鄧菊如石循三諸 君游•嘗以水軍操•及滴水泛蓮花等•稱爲浙派 冠• 今稱爲武林逸韻者•實即浙派十曲•合之成套•其思 春一曲•予曩爲音樂教員時 嘗塡爲詞•用之風琴譜 中•名爲秋思• 即附於沈氏譜後•別列一欄•題爲憐 春軒遺譜 蓋憐 軒者•爲予仲兄別署•今第軼其滴 
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水泛蓮花一曲•滋至惜也•沈氏浩初爲予遙從弟子， 初未知其亦擅音樂•今春忽以所軒琵琶譜•索序於 予•即以憐春軒遺稿•付之附錄•爰就 知•序其梗槪• 如此•時在丙寅上已天虛我生識於滄洲別墅• 序二 聲能動物其行•速於置郵齊可•庶幾所好同乎今古• 豈有土風迭奏•具判貞淫•便將樂器紛陳 強分雅俗• 竊據管見•尙論宮懸•譜媧簧羲瑟以秦風•未必聲殊• 北鄙登羌笛胡琴於虞•陛亦堪慍解南薰•故雖錫¾ 嘉名曾表淵源於秦漢•製從胡族•未邀賞鑒於聖賢• 有若琵琶•來茲華夏•世亦歡迎恐後 群推絃樂新聲• 從而效法維殷•轉勝琴徽舊曲•婦女既灣頭請上•儘 多嚼徵含宮士夫•又曲項相逢•不少輕攏漫撚•蓋自 公主有昆彌之嫁•昭君辭大漢而還•固己金撥檀槽  風行四海•玉環鐵板•盛極一時矣•惟是間關鶯語•幽 咽泉流•非可由心輒能盈耳•大珠小珠•調以夙嫻•而 方協推手卻手法尤久•習而始精•宮商未諳•謬希企 腳•節拍微舛•便難正聲•吾友沈子浩初•以冰雪之聰 明•分丹鉛於律呂•鸞笙鳳瑟•固無不擅之吹彈龍首
 、 
筋•更有獨鍾之嗜好•恰似北窗仁祖•涉想真人•幾 
同西市段師•爭看好女•因念芳春大道•既多古調銷 沉•不辭集腋披沙•爲采新詞節奏•計共文武套各四 闋•大曲三闋•彙爲一編.傳諸四遠•使人非黑黑隔帷  亦可偷聲即慧遜紅紅按拍總堪記曲•此其輝增 前 哲津逮後人•夫固有功•足爲音樂界之導師名可並 琵琶行之傑作者•爰幸其書之成 .而樂爲之序• 民國乙丑重九日世弟徐煥曾星璇謹序 
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(手書序言) 我國絃樂器•以古琴與琵 琶最爲深奧•而學習亦 最爲不易•其曲譜之難讀 也•尤與其他樂譜爲異•今  琴譜之存者•尙不下廿種之 多•而琵琶 則獨渺•淸葉 嘉慶間板之華秋蘋譜•爲 最先供世之作•然大曲不多  指法頗簡•其後•平湖李芳 園譜•集曲十三套•廣則廣 矣•奈花指繁加•幾失廬山真 面•且指法雖較華譜有增• 尙多糢糊難解•亦未能有 益於後學也•然此譜亦已少 流傳於世矣•嘗見北京大學 音樂雜誌所•山東王心葵先 生之玉鶴軒譜•假琴譜指 法•詳注明釋•使學者一望了 然•足以自習堪云•獨*惜乎 祗載海青•卸甲•普庵咒諸 
曲 •
 *其玉樓春曉一曲•尙未 
點板•注指法也•而王先生遂謝 世去•所有尙未正拍•注指法之 長門怨•漁家樂•秋塞吟•潯 陽秋月•瀟湘夜雨•留東 感• 暗香疏影•放鶴•乘風破浪  孤猿嘯月•諸曲禿譜•今亦 不知*在良堪浩嘆•此誠 吾音樂界之不幸也•沈子浩 初•習琵琶1
 一十載•近將其素 
擅各曲•及自製之譜•扶奧闡 微•詳加注釋•以供于世•其指法 之精•向所未見•類似琴譜•而特 創一格•能使習者•按譜尋聲  無師自悟.殆與手提面命 者無異•詢足爲習琵琶者之 指鏡矣•將付鉛染•爲述其槪• 民國十有三年歲次甲子律中 南呂之朔川沙顧璦識 
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李芳園《南北派十三套大曲琵琶新譜》文字部份 緣起 吾友顧子璦廬•精於音律•善古琴•暇時輒聚一室•賡 和爲樂•旁及樂律•嘗謂予曰•世間絃樂器•以古琴•琵 琶•及西樂之梵鈐•最爲高妙.而琵琶之爲器•若與他 樂合奏•亦無所見長第 獨奏大套 則自有出神入化 之音節•不同凡響 蓋於表情狀物 維妙維宵•恐舉世 樂曲•無能比擬其精•今古琴之譜•作者綦多•而琵琶 則尙無善譜•吾子既得真傳•曷勿譜而公之世 爲音 樂界福•予應曰諾行 待輯錄一過•便當承教•嗣是以 還迄未得閭•乙丑冬•蟄居無侶•偶憶曩約 因出舊本• 釐訂一週•正其舛訛 補其指法•成細譜八大套•猶琴 譜之秋鴻•胡笳•箕山•洞天 羽化•五大操•惟大曲則時 有所益•流傳至多•不勝備錄 茲選其佳者數種•詳爲 訂正•附於斯編•凡其中指法•悉加註釋•務期明曉•舉 一得之•愚輒敢就政於世•惟是譜之成實•顧子璦廬 有以啓之初•非嵇懶如予 敢掠美也•校讎既竣•爰 述其緣起如此•時在 民國十有五年首夏浦左沈瀚識於養正軒 
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王舊一善拳一名行 




焉淸疏韻和緩•沙渚秋高雁翥翔•幾輩名流齊拜倒•哀絲如許遏歌簧•爾時愚賢移厥 性•憂思懼情抽君旁•我亦生平多感慨•何堪滿腹迴愁腸•賜聆俗耳驚殊寵•敢恨戚子 杳 海 航 • l f ， i l l ® 而 1 1 ^ 1 所 1 自 愧 知 音 非 白 傅 • 不 容 顧 後 學 周 郎 . 惟 聞 曹 池 躍 賓鉄•又記馮家繞殿梁•三曲神符譽供奉•六么釋段少相當•聰邊異物李謙聽•天際真 人仁祖望•迺信古人不我栘•以茲例彼共頡頑•曲終裂帛置所抱•歐化愁然嘆披娼•若 梵啞鈐m傳爾•胡兒競弄聲慌忙•奇形更勝阮咸器•渾不似兮誰實倡•浮響欠潛舒欠 卷•機萌殺伐殊昭彰•推前引卻既異勢•撚指展腔多舛張•儀鳳飛龍邈渺致•對之不啻 堅與狂•偏以複雜相矜詡•諸夏用蠱足惋傷•國樂回頭復淪喪•邪聲寖盛正聲亡•金鐘 挾琯既遙遠•大道未廢中心藏•
 I i # _ M � 曲 , 左 擁 邏 遨 右 槧 鉛 • 境 冥 神 注 寫 幾 行 •
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李芳園《南北派十三套大曲琵琶新譜》文字部份 例言 §大套不知何人所作•或以夕陽簫鼓爲唐虞世南 
作•思春爲漢王昭君作•月兒高爲唐裴神符作•將 軍令爲後漢皇甫直作•十面爲隋秦漢子作•卸甲 爲唐王摩詰作•不知何據•蓋古譜即有•久己失傳• 琴譜尙無古本•何有於琵琶•夫套字之名•始於元 曲•則大套之作必在元後無疑•考坊刻之譜•最古 者爲淸嘉慶年間出板之華秋蘋譜•其所註指法• 後云指法向來祗有手傳•並無刻本•自余得此真 傳•特輯錄之•以爲指法之秘箋•公諸同好•觀此足 徵•華譜以前•尙無刻本•其所註指法•尙未臻美備• 故李芳園續出一譜•頗有增加•今習此者多•漸見 進步•自應更註一編•將指法重行較訂•而於作  姓名•則姑從闕正•不必假託古人 始爲善也  
§工尺上乙四合凡七音•其源難考•淸時張照•以爲 
在昔樂工•便記之標識•且引楚詞大招曰•四上競 氣•極聲變只•則周末己有之也•上聲歌注曰•或用 一調•或用無調• 一者乙字•無者五字•則梁時又有• 可證也•凌廷堪燕樂考•原謂燕樂字譜•出自龜茲• 鄭譯依聲配律•應用林鍾爲宮•林鍾徵音宮即合 字•是以徵音配合字云云•然閱通典•龜茲人白蘇 祗婆之演七旦於琵琶•實肇南北曲之諸宮調•初 




之後•自有純粹妙音•來湊腕下 不欲花而自花•斯 乃神傳 妙•若預爲增花•雖有佳音•已將原譜淹 沒•漸至愈出愈岐•失其真相矣•夫嫌原譜音節太 疏而增多者•其法易•亦猶畫家之粉本 易於着色 也•若妄與增花•而再欲減少者•其法難如畫家 既 經染色•則黑白己淆•難於返本也•此譜之不加花 飾•欲存其真面目•俾學者自得熟能生巧之妙耳  
§彈文套宜緩•彈武套宜緊•文套可用他樂合奏•并 
能譜入唱詞•武套則祗有獨奏•不可入唱•文套長 於表情•武套長於狀物•文套可以涵養性情•武套 可以激發志氣•故其性剛者宜習文套• 性柔者 宜習武套•孔子云•樂以正已•又能正人•若能精於 斯道•亦可爲德育之一助焉• 
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李芳園《南北派十三套大曲琵琶新譜》文字部份 §文套宜圓熟而聲淸•抑揚而拍準•其緩處須有餘 音•在子絃者推進之•在中老纏絃者擺動之•若在 相上則重按之•亦得餘音流出•猶操琴之有吟猱 也 . §左手撫絃•只用食中名三指•禁指與大指不用•右 手則五指俱得並用• 
§凡註捺與搔者•係祗用左手發音•不用右手彈出• 






其下不註者•俱屬子絃上•註輪掃•則其下不註者• 俱係輪掃•若輪子之下•又註子字•則只註子字之 音•已易輪爲彈矣•餘可類推  
§凡勾打摭分•上己註明•則其下每多從略•如上句 
已將勾打逐字註明•則其下只註打纏•而不註勾 撥•如上句已註摭分何絃 則下句只註摭分•此係 省筆•學者自當知之• 
§無論勾打輪掃•雖有時分句•仍當一氣貫下•如霸 
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李芳園《南北派十三套大曲琵琶新譜》文字部份 跋 余少好音樂•而八音中尤耽絲•今不彈久矣•即偶一 揮手•亦不能成聲•竊歎此道•爲六藝之一
 •固非淺嘗 
輒止者•所能窺其奧•以精其藝也•琵琶何獨不然•昔 謝仁祖•企足北窗旁觀者有天際真人之•想王摩詰 鬱輪袍一曲•爲岐王所歎賞•自是而後•千有餘年•其 間文學之士•好之者頗多•然而精之者• 數數覯•沈 子浩初•具俊才•風雅絕俗於詩文之外•復好琵琶  精之•曩歲惠然肯來請其藝•沈子正五音•拂四絃•洋 洋乎•其聲盈耳•宛轉如鶯歌花底•淸切如珠落玉盤• 放之則錦散花開•歛之則迴風卻月•其鏘然而淸 • 金也.其淵然而洪者•鼓也 喧闐參錯中•巨聲又勃發• 殆所謂鐵騎突出•刀鎗並鳴•.奔流下灘•驚雷繞殿者  非耶一時•環坐而聽者•鼓舞懼欣•莫不擊節•是皆沈 子•敏而好學•其於宮商之律•攏撚之法•抑揚疾徐之 間•神而化者矣•不然 藝豈能臻於此哉•聞沈子平 居不屑隨流俗•當夫翰墨暇晷•風月良宵•輒寄其恬 澹之襟懷於四絃之上 以陶寫性情•信可樂也•良可 羨也•今沈子念斯藝之流傳未廣•故編爲一書 以 行於世•調圖聲譜•堪爲後學 津梁•不亦善哉 時在 丁卯仲春胡德涵醞渠氏跋 
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新月音樂唱片之我評 新月公司主人錢君廣仁大叔• 素精音樂•所選名曲•莊諧並用•爲 世所推許•又能博采古調•收爲己 • 用•以是搜羅精富獨絕當世•今以 名優及有名歌者之唱曲•加以最 著名之音樂大家相拍和•尤爲娓 娓動聽•是書特將該公司一部份 之名譜錄之•以便初學者練習•如 未有聽過該 •而節拍有多少出 入者•自可購片•對機學習•與請  師當面教授無異•而該公司此後 發行音樂譜•尤爲卓絕 知音諸 君•當祁留意•勿以吾言爲河漢也• 
何與年識 
卷首語 琵琶者•古樂也•音調古而韻長•有異於別種 器 粵不少音 樂大家•而嗜此者甚渺•惟番禺何柳堂與其弟與年兩先生•深嫻此 技•有大王之稱•惜柳堂先生今*謝世• 與年先生現健存•對於琵琶 及多種音樂•硏究甚深•新月主人錢君廣仁•恐古調淪亡 特商於與 年先生•將其平昔與柳堂先生所編著之家傳古譜•付權於新月公 
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n o • 1 
pi 
m p o c A 
司•編印成帙，以酬世之知音者•
 *藝術家將其平生技術公開硏究•‘本非 
稀奇之事 但此古譜於前數年•有某名伶鄭斥重金購取版權•冒爲 己有•先生竟掉頭不顧•觀此吾人崇拜藝術家•尤當愛敬藝術家耿 介之精神也•謹書於卷首• 中華民國廿三年一月
 番禺何朝樹謹識 
編後話 鄙人於民六年•在香港鐘聲慈善社•獲*於琵琶大王何公柳堂•得其指示•硏究音 樂之要素•在此數年間•每於公餘之*•常聽其琵琶雅奏高山流水•百聽 倦 民十年•予 因經商上海•
 一別*島數年•及南返**辦新月唱片公司•而何公已倦遊回里•通訊無*
 . 久 以 








5 . l e s 陽 邶部 1字 1文 A } 』 譜 i樂 
Tom琶 sfr琵 rt< 1藤 咖何 e th d n o 蚯 . 零 o c A 
自序 余生平篤嗜音樂•致力此道凡三十年•樂無論中西•凡音節 之類於古者•靡不傾耳而聽•心領而神會乎•顧泰西樂器•價値 奇 昂 •
 *購一事•.動需數十*或千百金不等•固然*人可購*。 




之古琴•爲隋代舊物•寢食舆俱•幾視爲第一 一生命•惜後人遇於寶貴• *以錦囊•懸之高閣•日久爲蠹所飩而不自知•物 存亡•果有*耶•抑 人事耶•今猶幸於笥中 檢得琴譜若干卷 皆仙儕公手 輯•余不敢自秘•與家兄柳堂•悉心參訂•擇其節拍 *以譜入琵琶者• 陸續付梓•以公同好•此然有志漁利•冀無負先 畢生之精力而 已•是爲序• 民國二十三年一月番禺蔭百何與年書於沙灣青蘿山之覺軒 書音樂家何與年 古今來•名爲振奇之士
 •其能專一技•博取當時聲譽•或身後微名者•必其人負絕 
世聰明•決非尋常之徒可知也•曰•何與年者非其人歟•與年蓋番禺沙灣鄕人•其 祖羽儀先生•工詩草書 精審音律•尤擅琵琶與七絃琴•嘗自製曲譜 且彈且歌•能 
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李芳園《南北派十三套大曲琵琶新譜》文字部份 移人之喜怒哀樂•先生多子•其第八子名璉•人稱曰璉八者•爲與年之叔父•其人 尤多奇行•嘗自造木馬•馬自能行•能升降階級•惜生於遜淸咸豐同治年間•專制 時代•多忌諱•恐致禍•遂毀之•始璉八年少浪跡•及申江•得見德國人製造機器圖• 說好之•攜歸里閘•賣田得白金三百兩•用買銅鐵斧箝釘椎之屬•即考圖殫思•成 一小火車•機首煤倉車廂•以至煙突扣環鐵輪•無不備•遂敷軌道廣堂中•置車燃 煤•車輪立動•盤旋軌上走•而車上至可駕一人•當其時國中始有火車耳 然璉八 雖奇•及其諸兄皆不傳羽儀先生音樂之技•羽儀先生死•與年及其兄柳堂乃傳 之•而與年兄弟尤能操其技•變化至妙•遂有大名•國人知音者至譚之曰 琵琶大王•兄弟皆稱也•於今•柳堂又死•獨與年在 癸酉秋 與年族弟朝樹•招其友 張子白山及余•往遊其鄕•且視與年 余以雨未果行也•其後白山告余•履羽儀先 生故居•躡其堂睹璉八火車猶在•惟是車首爲後人解剝考驗 再合之已不能行 矣•於是爲嗟嘆久之•而是時與年出•具雞黍美酒款客•視與年僅逾五十之年•容 色已老蒼 與年 富家•酒酣自訴其家盛衰之故 戚戚傷懷 客亦爲之愴惻•因避 席請得一奏琵琶•使無負此行也•與年慨然許諾白山言 聽胡笳十八拍•朔風雪 意•眇眇怨恨之音悽然•聽雨打芭蕉•簌簌颼颼•掩抑疾徐 音泠然•聽賽龍奪錦• 如聞急掉摧波•與鼓鉦之音•驩悅之心躍然•曲數闋罷•天容黯黯•暮雨霏微 四鄰 皆寂•至是彼此相對•燈光屏息瞑心•不能作語•而細味聲歌餘音•裊裊猶在•可謂 妙極矣•余聽 擊案叫呼 悔不與
 一子同行也•嗟夫如白山言•與年已若是羽 
儀先生及柳堂可知之三人者•信非尋常之徒矣•因濡筆書其事.以待 相見• 癸酉仲冬 三水李健兒讓 
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李芳園《南北派十三套大曲琵琶新譜》文字部份 
原序 崇明一小島•能書能畫能弈能音樂者•代不乏人•未百年前•有 黃東陽羅 章蔣泰•之三人者.年皆古稀•平生無他嗜好•獨於 音樂一門嗜之成癖•襲古曲數十•相與賡唱不衰•後有黃秀亭 者善此•云是蔣泰所傳•曾到海門•時一聆之•不同凡響•予竊樂 此•因願學焉•其譜祗有手鈔•未經刊刻•今學校重國樂•士大夫 亦間有喜古音節者•就予所得•公諸同好•庶使曲有所本 法有 所取•流傳於以•不墜也與• 中華民國五年七月海門沈肇州誌 
序 予性喜樂律•弱冠負笈國立南京高等師範學校•以傷肺咯血• 輟學修養•因習靜坐•半載而愈•復往肄業•時江易園先生長校• 提倡國樂•聘諸城王燕卿先生授古琴•海門沈紹周先生授琵 琶•予先從沈先生受業•先生承瀛洲東陽之緒•操絃四十年 奏 時必先靜坐寧神•而後從容捻櫟 指法純樸 合于至道 予深欽 焉•初授音樂初津•凡一
 一月而技大進•先生乃出所藏瀛洲古調• 
盡心指導•予志益專•每抱器玩索•輒覺神與之合•當斯時也•萬 慮俱寂•身 極愉 殆先生所謂指與心應也•既卒業後 回里服 務•課餘溫舊業•不敢或忽•有從予受藝者• 本 純正之旨• 戊辰春先生壽七十•予攜古琴往省 精神尙健 相見甚喜. 對彈古調•嘉予之功夫未懈 又以予兼善古琴•乃與驅笨車 過 海門諸善音樂者 相與奏曲•蓋引掖後進之心彌殷也.既以予 之琵琶質窳•輾轉代購一舊器•越二載•先生歸道山•予心喪不 能釋•近數年間•遊江南北•遇操斯器者頗不乏人•竊有感於東 陽純樸古茂之正宗漸失其旨•予受先生教導之恩•憝焉憂之  乃以所授者譜爲三卷•輯口授諸法著通論爲上卷•以入門練 習曲音樂初津爲中卷•瀛洲古調爲下卷•藉供同好之硏求•庶 保宗風於不墜焉• 民國二十五年夏紫崑琴士徐卓立孫識 
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李芳園《南北派十三套大曲琵琶新譜》文字部份 
音樂初津 國樂點拍用板•故基本樂曲多以板名之•本編共選五曲•甚宜 於琵琶入門練習• 器因構造不同•各有專曲•琵琶共四絃具 四把之音•學者先宜熟諳各把音位•故把位不宜常變•本編各 曲把位均有一定 可循序漸進也•入門練習指法宜簡•子中兩 絃之音用食指彈•老纏兩絃之音用大指挑•純熟後用夾彈及 捻法•再進可用雙分等法•食中 指練後•再用輪指•蘇合一 曲•指法用之得當•趣味不減專曲•故略注指法焉• (《瀛洲古調》樂曲前一段文字) 本編各曲自飛花點翠至小銀槍爲一套•至魚兒戲水爲一大， 套•蘇隄春曉至玉如意爲一大套.•以上皆爲慢板•自訴冤至小 十面爲一套•至沙湖撩石爲一大套•快板起首仍宜從容•由漸 而快•至湖撩石宜入慢•以示結束之 •雙飛燕專爲勾搭  練習之用•自思春至漢宮秋月爲一套•文板較慢板尤慢•指法 貴輕鬆古淡•以上各曲指法純熟•方可習十面埋伏•此曲集諸 法之大成•須功力俱到•乃能神妙耳• 
後序 卓編瀛洲古調既竟•因仍梅菴琴譜之例•懇柳翼謀先生王伯 沆先生題耑•時吾友邵君大蘇服務南京•因由大蘇代求焉•王 師曰•印譜係宣傳文獻，紀念師承•盍仿梅菴琴譜之例•名曰梅 菴琵琶譜•大蘇來函徵求同意•卓以師意極可感佩•而 頁騎 縫已經印就•易名是否有妨體例•大蘇曰•可於篇末說明此意  亦盛事也•卓敬諾焉•柳師已題瀛洲古調•因復爲書今之古樂• 一
 一師殷殷提倡之意•卓之銘感爲何如也•適江易園先生來通• 
駐節通州師範•卓得進謁 呈梅菴琴譜及瀛洲古調•先生欣然 書聞聲知道•卓對曰•佛法注重聲聞•是由音亦可入道•師曰•然. 因詢梅菴琴社近況•深喜南雍雅樂之有聲江淮閭也•紹先師 之遺緒•振國樂之精神•斯則 之志也•因于篇末略敘梗槪 海 內同好•幸垂教焉• 丙子年冬至後九日南通徐卓識
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Conclusion 
Obviously, this is not the end, but the start of re-studying the pipa anthologies. 
To further extend this re-study, the history of printing and publication in China 
should be incorporated. Besides the issues previously discussed, there are still 
some issues that should not be ignored concerning the publication of the pipa 
anthologies，for example, the oral-aural transmission in music, the establishment of a 
"written" tradition, the continuation of a family tradition, the production of "better" 
music by introducing the philosophy of music, the renaissance of national music, and 
the institutionalization of a performing art. As mentioned in the Introduction, it is 
difficult to generalize a single reason for the publication of these anthologies, so the 
next step for this re-study will be a comprehensive study of individual anthology. 
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